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Patron’s Premiere

THE CHALLENGE TO MAINTAIN
CLAN ORGANISATIONS IN NEW ZEALAND
Like the rest of the developed world, NZ is currently
struggling to balance the nations books and deal with the
debt mountain built up during the period of unrestricted
borrowing which came to an abrupt halt with the onset
of the current worldwide recession.

Harold McIsaac
So what has this to do with maintaining Clan membership
High Commissioner
in New Zealand? Belt tightening is the daily message
being spelt out by the media, and traditional funders of charitable and voluntary
organisations are having to cut back drastically on distributions.
So at a time when people are counting their pennies, our Clan organisations must
sharpen their acts and face up to the new reality of life. Two examples I would
quote are firstly a church which I have an association with and which is located
in what you might say is a better part of Auckland. It has seen its pledge giving
drop by 6% each year for the past two years whilst its membership remained stable
and secondly, an RSA branch increased its annual subscription and experienced a
massive drop in membership renewals.

Allan MacDonald of Vallay
– retiring Patron for
Clan Donald Auckland

There is no need for pessimism so long as we respond to the new challenge by
organizing our annual programmes accordingly. Clan Donald Auckland is proud
of its annual dinner and I hope that it will continue, but I feel that we will need to
provide more ceilidh type functions that minimize the cost to members. Also it will
be more important to have regular and high quality newsletters to let our members
know that we are alive and active and Clan Donald is aware that it has members who
remain so to receive its newsletter. So summing up, let us not become despondent
about the times we are experiencing but instead meet the challenge by providing
active and realistic support programmes for our clanspeople.

Drones & Sticks Pipe Band (incognito) entertain the
crowd on the beach at Napier’s Art Deco weekend.

Photo supplied by Harry Renfree, Greenmeadows.
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Meeting of the Associated Clan Donald Societies of New Zealand
A most pleasant, friendly and well organised
gathering took place in Christchurch from
Friday 25 May to Sunday 27 May.
The first get together was at Alan
MacDonald’s home, in Merivale. The
Christchurch members put together a
barbecue of steak and sausages, with
salads; followed by a selection of desserts.
Our glasses were kept full of local wines.
The informal setting was most conducive to
getting the participants to mix and mingle.
As we completed our meals the chatter and
laughter reached a peak.
On Saturday morning cars driven by Alan
MacDonald, Margaret Donald, Elwyn
Martin and Gordon Duncan collected
representatives from out of town and took us
first to St Andrews College. Here we were
given a conducted tour by Catherine Boyen
who is in charge of developing the school
building programme, and overseeing the
response in that field to the damage of the
2010 and 2011 earthquakes. St Andrews
caters for the coeducation of 1400 students
from new entrant to senior high school
years. They have a prize winning pipe
band, a strong music department and most
impressive new science facilities. Some
of the boarding service was farmed out to
local hotels immediately after the quakes.
Two new boarding houses are currently
under construction. A decision on the
future of the chapel is under consideration.
For the meantime the tower is propped up
to prevent it toppling into a stream nearby.
Then it was on to Whisky Galore. This
shop is in the heavily damaged city centre,
but was doing a roaring trade.

We had lunch at the Metro on Papanui
Road. This coffee shop and eatery was
busy as many of the city establishments are
not able to operate. Apparently Metro had
some opposition to its setting up, as it is in a
residential area.
In the afternoon we moved to Rangi Ruru
Girls School, again in the Merivale area.
The Annual General Meeting was chaired
by Grant MacDonald of Wellington. All
the existing officers were reelected to their
positions.
Christchurch and Auckland
have both had a full programme of events
over the past year. The Hororata Games in
particular were a great success, with over
20,000 attending these inaugural games
in the Canterbury area. Otago has had a
fairly quiet year, and Wellington is finding
it difficult to make headway. An ANZAC
conference, based in Auckland is planned
for February 2013. Afternoon tea, and some
musical items from Sean Thompson (on
pipes) and Rachel Thompson (on drums)
concluded proceedings.
Dinner for more than 30 was at the Cotswold
Hotel, finishing with a session at the bar for
some of the hardier souls.
On Sunday morning around 25 attended
service at Rangi Ruru Presbyterian Church.
The usual congregation was swelled by
supporters of young Holly-Anne WilsonJones baptism and of course Clan Donald.
Due its timber construction the church came
off lightly in the earthquake. The organ has
been operational throughout, even though
some of the wooden pulpit was dented by
falling pipes. Many lingered over morning
tea, as parting is always a sad occasion.

St Andrew’s Church at Rangi Ruru,
on a fine morning

Group of early risers

Harold McIsaac striding out in the rain
to retrieve Excalibur from the stone.

Dinner at Cotswold Hotel

Harold McIsaac and Murdock McDonald

Kathryn and Grant MacDonald
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Helen Ring and Margaret Donald

Ann Smith and Sally Wihone
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Valerie and Ian Bright

Colin and Doreen MacDonald

Report from

Clan Donald Canterbury

Alan MacDonald and Andrew Wilkie

Merivale Barbecue Evening

BBQ Chefs Pam Rowley, Adrienne Pamment,
Ann Smith and Ian Bright

Rachel Thompson on drums
(Harold McIsaac in background)

Sean Thompson
piping after the
AGM

Maureen Breach, Harold McIsaac and Ian Donald

(L to R) Adrienne Pamment, Ann Smith, Alan
MacDonald, Valerie Bright, Beryl Duncan, Ian Bright,
Christine Martin, Andrew Wilkie

Murdock McDonald chats with Elwyn Martin

Sally Wihone and Colin MacDonald
enjoy a wee dram.

Cathie McMillan
sang after
the dinner at
Cotswold Hotel

Photo by Kathryn MacDonald

Back Row (l to r) – Murdock McDonald (Auck), Alan MacDonald (Cant), Wendy Hellyer (Otago), Irene Bawden (Cant), Maureen Breach (Cant), Tom McDonald (Auck),
Lynnette McDonald (Auck), Christine Martin (Cant), Margaret Donald (Cant), Colin MacDonald (Cant), Doreen MacDonald (Cant), Heather Gilmore (Cant),
Sheila Cuthbertson (Cant), Beryl Duncan (Cant), Gordon Duncan (Cant).
Front Row – Andrew Wilkie (Auck), Elwyn Martin (Cant), Bill McDonald (Otago), Annette McDonald (Otago), Harold McIsaac (Auck), Ann Smith (Cant), Grant MacDonald (Wgtn)
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Report from

Clan Donald Canterbury

Clan Donald Canterbury’s Garden Day
On a glorious early autumn day in March over 20 Clan Donald
Canterbury members visited Robyn and Doc Grieve’s beautiful
home and gardens located about 40 kms out from Christchurch at
Doyleston.
Robyn and Doc kindly opened their home so we could not only
view their wonderful garden but also make use of their outdoor
living area for a BBQ later in the afternoon.
After a gentle stroll around the gardens, Clan members decided it
was time for some action with games of mini golf and petanque
taking place with a fair degree of competitive spirit showing.
Cathie McMillan was declared the winner of the golf. She is still
hoping to be presented with a silver cup.

Clan Donald Canterbury members at the Garden Day

(LtoR) Gordon Duncan, Cathie McMillan
and Helen Ring. In the background are
Ian Donald and Maggie Donald.

South Island Commissioner, Elwyn Martin shows off his
petanque skills to Christine Martin and Maggie Donald.

Cathie McMillan keeps a close watch on Alan MacDonald
to ensure all shots are counted.

Irvine Kinraid and Doc Grieve
in serious discussion

Clan Members (LtoR) Helen Ring, Ann Smith, Jeff Plowman,
Heather Gilmore and Adrienne Pamment help Sally Wihone
celebrate her birthday

An early visit from the Easter Bunny (Adrienne Pamment)

CEILIDH DANCE 5

th

May 2012

Seventeen members of Clan Donald enjoyed a night of dancing at the annual
Ceilidh Dance organised by the Scottish Heritage Council. This was the
second year that the event had been held at the Prebbleton Hall due to the
loss of the Caledonian Society Hall in Kilmore Street. The venue is smaller
and interest so great that it was necessary to have a waiting list to purchase
tickets as surplus ones were returned.
This was the sixth year that the Council has organised the Dance and it is
great to see that families are attending. It is important for the success of the
Dance that the next generation support the event.
Some Clan Donald members danced all night and partners weren’t necessary
as we all took to the floor then sorted ourselves out for each dance. This was
a great way to socialise with other groups.
Clan Donald, Gunn, Ross, Mclean and Caledonian Society all attended along
with our Patron.
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Becca MacGeorge, Sally MacGeorge, Val Donald, Richard
MacGeorge, Ann Smith, Peter Smith, Maggie Donald

Clan Donald Canterbury
EVENTS

WEARING AND FORM OF CREST BADGES
(a) CHIEFS OF CLANS

Annual Ten Pin Bowls With Clan Gunn
18th June 2012
Lunch 12.00 pm at Beck’s Southern
Alehouse, Colombo Street, Beckenham
followed by Ten Pin Bowls. 2.00 pm at
Garden City Bowls, Iversen Terrace.

Chiefs have the right to wear their Crests as badges
EITHER simpliciter, without the accompaniment of
circlet, motto or feathers behind the badge.
OR as is more usual, surrounded with a plain circlet
inscribed with his Motto or Slogan, NOT a strap-andbuckle which is for clansmen; and, if they choose, with
THREE eagle’s feathers in silver behind the circlet.

Scottish DVD Night
30th June 2012
At Ann and Peter Smith’s, 109 Blankney
Street, Hornby.

If the Chief is also a Peer of the Realm, he may correctly
add his appropriate coronet of rank on top of the circlet,
but this is a matter of his personal choice.

Heritage Council Celebrate Tartan Day
1st July 2012
At Robbies Elmwood, Normans Road.
Lunch at 12.00 pm.

(b) CHIEFTAINS
i.e. Heads of large branches of a Clan and Officially
Recognised as such by the Lord Lyon King of Arms.
Chieftains may wear either their own personal Crest
within a plain circlet inscribed with the Motto, as for a
Chief, but with TWO small eagle’s feathers instead of the
Chiefs three. If the Chieftain is also a Peer, he may add
the appropriate coronet of rank on top of the circlet,

Pie and Pint Night
28th July 2012
At Heather Bastida’s, 776 Hawkins Road,
Marshland.
Branch Meeting
30th August 2012
St Margaret’s Hall, Farrington Ave
12.30pm Lunch at Harewood Tavern,
Bishopdale followed by Branch Meeting
at 2.00pm.

OR they may wear their Chiefs Crest badge like any other
clansman.
(c) ARMIGERS
i.e. Persons who have registered their own coat of Arms
and Crest, or have inherited these according to the Laws
of Arms in Scotland from ancestors who had recorded
them in the Lyon Register.

Ten Pin Bowling
30th September 2012
1.00 pm at Garden City Bowls, Iversen
Terrace followed by afternoon tea at
Margaret Donald’s, 2/117a Studholme
Street.

An armiger may wear his own Crest as a badge :- EITHER
simpliciter, on its Wreath, Crest Coronet or Chapeau, OR,
as is more usual, within a plain circlet inscribed with his
Motto.

Kirkin O’ The Tartan
14th October 2012
At St Andrews Chapel at Rangi Ruru,
Merivale Lane.

An armiger is entitled to ONE silver eagle’s feather
behind the circlet, and if he is also a Peer he may add
his appropriate coronet of rank on top of the circlet.
An armiger may also choose to wear instead the Crest
badge of his Chief if the armiger is a clansman.

Hororata Highland Games
10th November 2012
Branch Meeting
25th November 2012
St Margaret’s Hall, Farrington Ave
12.30pm pot luck lunch followed by
Branch Meeting at 1.30pm.
Clan Members from other
branches who are visiting
Christchurch at the time
of any function are most
welcome to join us.

Clan Donald Canterbury
Welcome To

New Members
Michelle Hammond
Virginia Batelaan

The ruling of the wearing of feathers made by the Council Meeting
on 5th March 2007, stated the following:–
By Right the Chiefs wear three feathers.
Chieftains (as recognized by their specific Chief) wear two feathers.
Eldest sons of the Chiefs wear two feathers.
Armigers wear one feather.
Younger sons of the Chiefs (pending their own matriculation) wear one feather.
Whilst so employed:
High Commissioners wear two feathers during their term of office.
State Commissioners currently are not entitled to wear one feather.
High Commissioners are appointed and answerable by the High Council,
and are directly resposible to this Council.
State Commissioners are appointed by High Commissioners and are answerable to them.
The High Council has received a submission to permit State Commissioners to wear one
feather.
w w w.cl and onal d .org.nz
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Patron’s Premiere
Saturday 12th May 2012

The Patrons’s Premier was held at Pillinis
on Auckland’s North Shore on Saturday
12 May. The dinner was to honour the
retiring Patron, Allan MacDonald of Vallay,
who was presented with a life member
certificate, and a quaich near the end of
proceedings.
Eileen Clark and her team prepared the
table decorations from mid afternoon,
while Jon Winder played soothing tunes on
the piano to keep the helpers in a positive
frame.
The 87 guests were welcomed with a glass
of Champagne or fruit juice and were
seated at 7 pm. Among visiting clans it was
heartening to have Chief Jock Davidson
of the name, with a table of his clansmen.
The Selkirk Grace was given by Rev
Barrie MacCuish, Clan Donald Auckland
Chaplain. The four course dinner was

interspersed with entertainment by the
singer Rob McQuillan accompanied by
Jeanette McFarland and two items by the
Balmoral Dancer Natalie Turner. Both
Anton and Blair Hodson performed piping
duties. The Address to the Haggis was
delivered by Tom McDonald, and the
haggis party included Chef John of Pillinis
who comes from North Aberdeen. Toasts,
and their accompanying stories were
delivered by Bruce McGechan, Harold
McIsaac, Diane Winder and Murdock
McDonald.

Queensland gave an address with greetings
to the New Zealand Societies and brought
us up to date on developments in Australia.
Harold McIsaac spoke on the challenge to
maintain membership during the recession
and then presented a life membership
certificate to Allan MacDonald of Vallay.
Andrew Wilkie, Auckland’s President then
presented Allan with a Quaich. With such
a large crowd, when it came to Auld Lang
Syne, guests joined hands around their
respective tables, rather than in one large
circle.

Carl Bradley
gave an historical
introduction and
analysis of the issues
involved in the
2014 referendum
on Scottish
Independence. Allan
MacDonald spoke
on the development
of Clan Donald
Societies around
the World. Suzanne
Lambkin, High
Commissioner for

Ron and Suzanne Lambkin visiting
from Queensland where Suzanne is
Clan Donald High Commissioner

Address to the Haggis was delivered by Tom
McDonald, and the haggis party included Chef
John of Pillinis who comes from North Aberdeen

Pat McIsaac and MC for
the evening Doug McIsaac
Balmoral Dancer Natalie Turner

The Top Table
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Got Something
to Share?
Why not get it
published in the next
Clan Donald newsletter
NEWSLETTER

The Welcoming Committee
Rob McGuillan and Erin

The editor welcomes your
input to the newsletter, be it an
article, a letter or photographs.
Communications should be to the
Secretary’s work place by e-mail
Harold McIsaac
harold@mcisaac.co.nz
Next Publication date is:
1st September
Deadline for contributions
18th August
CLAN DONALD NZ NEWS EDITOR
Mark Green Ph: (09) 630 5989
Email: markgreen@orcon.net.nz

Joan Bryden Gunn
Died 30th April 2012
– aged 83 years
Joan passed away in the care of
Renich Rest Home Invercargill.
After joining Clan Donald
Southland in 1969-70 she was
elected onto the committee in
1972 until present day.
Joan was elected Treasurer in
1985. This position she held for 4
years before becoming Secretary
in 1990 to 1996. Joan was
elected Patron of Clan Donald
Southland, in 2004.
Her Scottish Heritage was
important to Joan and she
travelled to Scotland a few
times to catch up on her Scottish
relations living there.
Joan will be sadly missed by her
family, extended family and Clan
Donald

Calling All Widows
Murdock McDonald in discussion with Elwyn Martin

Jon Winder entertains

Feeling Lonely?
Why not visit Scotland where the Glens are
noted for their brawney Scots Laddies.
w w w.cl and onal d .org.nz
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Scotland, the Act of Union of 1707
and the 2014 Referendum1
Carl Bradley

When people talk of Scotland I think that it
is important to remember that the Highlands
were often involved in wider Scottish
events by choice or political prudency
until the collapse of the Lordship of the
Isles saw the gradual decline of Gaelic
Highland independence. The Highlands
were eventually pulled into the sphere of
wider Scottish and British global events, a
casualty of progress and it is my intention
to briefly look at the historical lead up to
the Act of Union and the referendum for
Scottish independence in 2014.
In 1604 the crown thrones of Scotland and
England were joined when Mary Queen of
Scot’s son became James the 6th of Scotland
and the 1st of England. Politically Scotland
maintained its independence and was
active in European affairs. From a military
perspective Scotland and the Highlands
provided soldiers for European armies.
There were closer economic ties to the
continent than to England
For England, the Highlands presented as
a military threat to English Hegemony
of the British Isles or a unified Scotland
and this threat was blatant military force
maintained by the clan system. This did not
prevent England becoming the dominant
force in Britain or a political and economic
superpower. Global supremacy was achieved
through its powerful Navy which allowed
control of the Atlantic and the trade with the
New World. The Royal Navy was effective
in shutting Scotland out of the Atlantic
trade potential. Wars in Europe also made
Scottish trade with its traditional partners
(particularly France) problematic. The
upshot of this situation was that the Scottish
Economy began an apparent irreversible
decline, the death knoll being the Navigation
Act that totally shut out Scottish shipping.
In 1688, James 7th/2nd was deposed by
his daughter and her husband William of
Orange in the “Glorious Revolution”. Mary
and William took over the two kingdoms
but Scotland was one of the poorest states
in Europe. While Scottish and Highland
troops were utilised to help William and
England fight on the continent there was
little else of benefit to the changing of
sovereigns. With the two countries having

been ruled by a single monarch since 1604,
political conversations on both sides of the
border began around Union of Scotland
and England. Union had benefits for both
countries and while the mechanism to
convince the Scots to unite was pushed
through swiftly, the Scottish parliament
voted to join with England in Union and
Great Britain was created in 1707.
For Scotland, it lost its Privy Council and
parliament, and all control over matters of
Taxation, customs, and military and foreign
affairs, but the act of Union brought Scotland
into close partnership in global expansion
and trade. It did, however, keep its church
and legal system. But there is no doubt
that in the act of union, Scotland was able
to benefit from the opening up of the trade
with the American colonies, the West Indies
and beyond. Great Britain ruled the waves
and despite the attempts by the Stuarts to
reassert their claim to the throne in 1715 and
1745, within a generation Scotland had gone
from one of the poorest states in Europe to a
willing partner in colonisation. Scotland had
swapped its political freedom and autonomy
for economic growth.
If we now come forward 305 years we
see that Great Britain is under threat from
the desire by some Scots to reassess this
act of Union and a referendum has been
proposed on Scottish independence from
Great Britain in 2014 (700th anniversary of
Bannockburn).
I feel that there are three points to consider
here, Political, Economic and Emotional.
Politically, being tied to the English political
system has not been that great for Scottish
voter. When the Scottish Labour party
(SLP) continually gained majority seats in
Scotland and a conservative government
was voted into power in England, Scottish
polices were conservative. The rise of
the Scottish Nationalist Party (SNP) is
evidence that Scottish voters have started
looking to an alternative to the SLP (we
have seen this with Maori voters and their
withdrawal of support for Labour). It
would appear that Westminster would like
a referendum sooner than later and have
indicated that the referendum should not be

1. Important dates and events can be further researched by reading Arthur
Herman. How the Scots Invented the Modern World. Three Rivers Press.
New York. 2001. (ISBN 0-609-80999-7)
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Carl Bradley • Clan Historian
(Auckland Branch)

a binding one. They are also questioning the
legality of the referendum. The results of
yesterdays Telegraph survey suggests that
if a referendum was held today it would be
a “NO” to independence with 54% wishing
to remain part of the UK and only 29%
voting for independence.2 The interesting
contradiction here is that while the SNP is
growing in support each election cycle, this
is not reflected in support for a referendum.
The geo/political situation is possibly
less problematic in that regional defence
arrangements are nothing new and Scotland
is well embedded into the UK’s military
structure. The British Isles as a whole would
certainly be weakened if Scotland totally
withdrew militarily but this is unlikely.
Economically, Scotland has a bargaining
chip in that much of North Sea oil is in
Scottish territorial waters (they also control
most of the whisky too). It is interesting
to note that oil companies, while making
account of the possibilities of an independent
Scotland, do not appear overly concerned.
However some of the biggest employers in
Scotland have voiced concerns. There is also
debate over currency and this would need
to be worked through if Scotland became
independent. One of the main reasons the
United States invaded Iraq was around
Sadam Hussein looking to change from the
US dollar to the Euro as Iraq’s international
currency. But I think Scotland would be ok
on this front. If Scottish independence was
granted it would certainly weaken England’s
stand on remaining independent of the EU.
There would also be potential concerns over
immigration and working agreements. With
Britain going through serious economic

2. A survey conducted by the Telegraph in 14 June 2012 showed that 40%
voted for independence with 43% voting to stay with the Union
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problems, a cynic may say that Scotland
is shackled to a corpse at this present time
and independence could be a positive
thing.

Clan Donald
Grant Recipient
Angelique MacDonald,
Soprano, of Wellington,
shown after her recent
graduation at Wellington,
proudly wearing her
MacDonald of Keppoch
Tartan Sash, along with
her Cap and Gown.

On an emotional level the idea of Scottish
independence can stir deep feelings for
those in Scotland and some who have lived
away from Scotland for generations. Talk
over the internet certainly highlights the
emotions of the independence issue. One
thing that I feel is clear, Scotland voted
for Union back in 1707 and regardless
of what the political leaders and policy
makers think at Westminster, this is a
Scottish issue and the Scots should be free
to decide where to go from 2014. Given
that Westminster see any referendum as
potentially illegal but could concede to a
non-binding referendum sooner rather than
later tells me that internal colonialism is
alive and well in England. If Westminster
push for an early referendum, we could
see a knee jerk reaction by Scottish voters
that resent meddling from the south. This
issue is complex and would need detailed
analysis, quite different to the Act of
Union of 1707.

The Tartan Sash
had been presented
to Angelique by
the Scottish Clans
Association – Auckland
District, in appreciation
of her beautiful singing
at the Assocations 2011
Annual Dinner.

APPOINTMENT OF A.G. MACDONALD
TO THE FINLAGGAN COUNCIL

Report from

Clan Donald Queensland
without the use of computers, ancestory and
the world wide web, helped a family find
their roots, is that only last month we had
an enquiry from one of our new members
who was researching his family, and on the
verge giving up, found a letter in his father’s
garage, written by Grahame in 1966 setting
out in full, details of his ancestral line all
the way back through James Macdonald 1st
of Castle Camus to Somerled.

Malcolm McDonald, Castle Dunaverty, Toiseach Finlaggan Council,
presented Grahame with his Certificate of Appointment

On behalf of Clan Donald Queensland, I
would like to congratulate Grahame on
his appointment to the Finlaggan Council
holding the chair of Dunscaith Castle.
Grahame started Clan Donald Queensland
when he was in Mackay in 1959 and it is

through his hard work and the efforts of all
Committee and members since, that Clan
Donald Queensland is here today. Grahame
has helped many people over the years to
trace their roots including my own. One
amazing story on how Grahame’s research,
w w w.cl and onal d .org.nz

Modern day researchers with all the
technology at hand, find it hard to
comprehend what it must have been like to
research family history in the 1960’s. We sit
here in our comfortable chairs in the comfort
of our own home, and “google” not giving a
thought to the countless numbers of letters
that would have had to be written requesting
information and then waiting for replies.
Grahame informs us that out of every 100
letters written he was lucky to get 5 replies.
Grahame, from everyone at Clan Donald
Queensland and all those you have helped in
the past “Thank You” and congratulations.
Neil Macdonald
President
Clan Donald Queensland
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SPECIAL FEATURE

with
GENEALOGIST Heather MacDonald Higgins

GENE CORNER

they reflect the drift of people from rural
areas into our towns and cities, as well as
the continuing industrialisation of Scotland.
The Valuation Rolls new online records will
be interesting both to people in Scotland and
throughout the UK, USA, Canada, Australia,
South Africa and NZ.

You can check out the FAQ page on the
website if you have any questions:
Greetings Clansfolk. Time moving along, winter is almost upon - http://scotlandspeople.gov.uk/Content/
us, and I hope you are organised for the long haul through winter as it FAQs/index.aspx?2139

seems to take forever before spring comes around again.

My regular feature is taking a break this month, however, I do have a
few updates to remind you about, as below:
1915 Valuation Rolls in Scotland but sometimes a husband and wife
– www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk

The rolls have been made available
online for the first time, allowing
genealogists, local historians and other
researchers to view images of entries
in the rolls, fully searchable by name
or address. The rolls record the names
of owners, tenants and occupiers of
each property. Usually the named
person is the head of the household,

might be listed. Frequently, the wife is
the named tenant of rented property.
The Valuation Rolls were created so
that the authorities could set local
rates. The purpose was to assess
property by its annual rental value.
The burgh and county assessors did not
list properties individually that were
worth below £4 annual rental value. Give it a go, who knows you might find the
Every kind of dwelling can be found last listing of your family member before
in the rolls, from crofts to castles, and heading off to War.

1915 GREIG, WILLIAM (Valuation Rolls VR98 / 134 /82)
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I did a search on my Greig ancestors in Dundee
and hit the jackpot on first attempt. My
gggrandmother’s older brother William Greig
Jnr was listed as a tenant in the same house
he was living in when he married his 2nd wife
in 1905, in the 1911 census and when he died
in 1923. It confirmed his occupation, he paid
an annual rent of £11/-/- and he was one of
three families living on the Ground Floor of a
five level Tenement Building, with the other
four levels each listing two families. (You can
find William on Line 18 of page image below)

© Crown Copyright.
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Clan Donald

1940 USA Census

– http://1940census.archives.gov/
The US National Archives has
released the 1940 Census images
online for free. These records
contain informaiton for over 132
million U.S. citizens and hold a
heap of genealogical treasure.
Visit the National Archives official
website for the 1940 Census –
https.//the1940census.com.
The census is not yet indexed
by name but a large group of
volunteers are already helping
to get the name-index ready.
The images are organised by
enumeration District. Browse
the images to look for your
ancestor.
Once you locate
the right image you can print,
download and save the image to
your computer. You can search
census maps and descriptions to
work out the right enumeration
district. Once the state you
want is indexed then the search
should be much easier.
Good luck…

General Interest

Monumental Inscriptions

– https://www.deceasedonline.com
Just this week, further
Monumental Inscriptions have
been made available online.
You can now search in
Argyll, Borders, Banffshire,
Clackmannanshire, Ayreshire,
N&S Lanarkshire and West
Lothian. Already entered
are Angus, Fife, Highlands,
Inverness and Perthshire.
Burial Records are also
available for Aberdeen City
Council, Aberdeenshire Council,
Angus Council and Edinburgh
Crematorium

domhnaill
= donald
MacDohomhnuill
= son of Donald
MacDhòmhnuill
= son of donald

submitted by
Bill McDonald.
Clan Donald Society of Otago.
   When my late brother Colin was in Scotland in the
mid-1970’s, he was visiting the late Donald Macdonald
of Castleton, at that time in the process of writing his
book “Clan Donald”.
    There is often discussion among those of us who
bear surnames with the Mac prefix as to the “correct”
spelling of their name and Colin took this up with
Castleton as one with considerable knowledge of Clan
history and tradition.
    Donald sat down and wrote out in longhand the
material I send you here. After Colin’s death this
document came into my possession. I value it highly
and have scanned it so that others may share.
    When I was also in Scotland in 1990, I had the
pleasure of spending a short time with Dr.Micheil
MacDonald, a noted anthropologist and author who
my wife and I had entertained along with my brother,
when he was in New Zealand some years ago. As
I remember, Dr. MacDonald said that he knew of a
document signed by eight MacDonalds from the same
family, and it had seven different spellings of the name!
    I trust that this may prove of interest to our members.

Mc d omnaill
= McDhòmhnaill
McDonald

Donald of Harlaw 1411
1408 Gaelic charter
Modern equivalent of above from
which I contend it is more correct
than any other

MacDonald

next best and often found among
Clan Ranald

Macdonald

usually used by Skyemen
but why I cannot say!

MacDonell
McDonell

Glengarry since 1661 when the chief
of GG was made “Lord MacDonell
& Aros” used also by some of the
Keppoch clan, because Lord M told
them it was more correct!

MacDonnell
McDonnell etc.

MacDonalds of Antrim only
Note double ‘n’ & double ‘ll’

NB in Highland names the patronymic should be in Capitals
eg.
MacIain (Glencoe & Ardnamurchan)
MacAlastair
other names should be small letters following the “Mac”
eg.
Macpherson = son of the parson
Mactaggart = son of the priest
For amusement!!
MacKenzie = MacChainnich (son of Kenneth)
Why? There is no z in the Gaelic
but the Saxon and Lowland scribes heard the “y”
in the pronunciation of MacChainnich
which = MachkConnyeach (phonetically)
and wrote “y” which in old script is very like “y”
something like this y
Meinneach (Menzies) the same mistake!
w w w.cl and onal d .org.nz
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FEDERAL ASSOCIATION

The Associated Clan Donald Societies of New Zealand Incorporated
PRESIDENT
Grant MacDonald
Wellington
E: macsol@paradise.net.nz

VICE PRESIDENT
Alan MacDonald
Canterbury
E: alan_macdonald@xtra.co.nz

AUCKLAND

SECRETARY
Harold McIsaac
Auckland
E: harold@mcisaac.co.nz

CANTERBURY
PRESIDENT
Alan MacDonald
8a Church Lane, Merivale,
Christchurch 8014
Ph: (03) 356 0588
E: alan_macdonald@xtra.co.nz

PRESIDENT
David McDonald
PO Box 35,
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Ph: (06) 877 7730
E: david@mcdonaldbrummer.co.nz

VICE PRESIDENT
Doug McIsaac
E: taz-nz@windowslive.com

VICE PRESIDENT
Ann Smith
109 Blankney Street
Christchurch 8042
(03) 3495 517
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OTAGO
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Margaret Donald
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Christchurch
Ph: (03) 331 6102
E: margaretdonald@xtra.co.nz
SOUTHLAND

PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT
Wendy Hellyer
24 Springfield Road, Milton
Ph: (03) 417 8824
E: wendy.hellyer@xtra.co.nz

Steven Hayes
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Ph: (03) 246 8446
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Ph: (04) 905 5671
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12 Keinan Avenue, Milton
Ph: (03) 417 8413
E: invergarry@xtra.co.nz
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700 Tweed Street, Invercargill
Ph: (03) 216 1560

Grant MacDonald
E: macsol@paradise.net.nz

CD Warrant Holders

VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY
Kathryn MacDonald
E: macsol@paradise.net.nz

NEW ZEALAND

HIGH COMMISSIONER
FOR CLAN DONALD IN NZ

FINLAGGAN
COUNSELLOR

SOUTH ISLAND COMMISSIONER
FOR CLAN DONALD

Harold McIsaac

Bill McDonald

Elwyn Martin

P.O. Box 65021, Mairangi Bay
Ph: (09) 410 5540 (Res)
Ph: (09) 414 4530 (Bus)
E: harold@mcisaac.co.nz

12 Keinan Avenue,
Milton
Ph: (03) 417 8413
E: invergarry@xtra.co.nz

104 Harris Crescent, Bishopdale
P.O.Box 20268, Bishopdale 8543, Chch.
Ph: Home (03) 354 6817
Mob: 0210 630 278 E: elmart@ihug.co.nz
CANTERBURY

AUCKLAND
PATRON

HAWKES BAY

Harold McIsaac
• Trustee CD Lands Trust
Ph: (09) 410 5540 (Res)
Ph: (09) 414 4530 (Bus)
E: harold@mcisaac.co.nz

WELLINGTON
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Rev. Barrie MacCuish
Ph: (09) 521 8983
E: maccuish@clear.net.nz
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PRESIDENT
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Lois MacDonell of Glengarry
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PRESIDENT
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36 Kiwi Road,
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Ph: (09) 846 6748
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SECRETARY
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Ph: (09) 238 8580 or (09) 536 6239
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Ph: (09) 298 4802
Fax: (09) 298 4832
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Pat McIsaac
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COMMITTEE
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(03) 344 5459
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